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Fresh water prevents millions from education or a good life. Women are the ones who must
acquire water while spending hours a day doing so and/or succumbing to rape, etc. for positions in line.
This problem permeates third world countries and pockets of first world countries.
President Clinton and Bill Gates testified recently to a Senatorial hearing on the urgent need
to develop fresh water for Haiti. Africa and other areas need this too.

Sailors and survivors have known for years that evaporation is the easiest, most accessible
and safest means to create fresh, potable water from salt, grey or contaminated water.
What is needed is a means to produce water on an ongoing basis from materials that are safe, readily
achievable and without much maintenance or moving parts.
Using a design consisting of a base section, black, pvc that channels bad water in and heats it up from
direct exposure to the sun and consisting of a top, clear section that can be placed to contain and
condense evaporated water lower base section, and consisting of side collector channels that will
collect the condensed water and direct it down, safely to a bottle, an entire system can be developed of
minimal material and maximum capability.

The below is a solution to instant, ongoing, free and purified water safely
while removing parasites, chemicles and other dangerous elements thru
natural evaporation process over elongated tubing where bad water
enters, is evaporated via sun light and heat and condenses on top and
sides, only to dribble down in the collector "L" channels. Given proper
calculations
Recommend two pieces; extruded; 20' lengths
interlocking for clear polycarbon Mfg weld sealed
during extrusion

Inner "L" Channels; both insides

PVC Wht
Don't know if end drain should
be open or closed? TBD

Clear Top

Placement of tubes to be east
west for maximum solar access; in
line with sun that heats tubes for
vaporation; gravity flow

White PVC (viewing
tipidity/turbidity???)

Open end sends water in, slowly
Lenths and diameters to meet
circumstances; recommend 12"
Diameter with maximum clear
top; with 20' lengths for
transportation channels and
local handling optimized to
length; no tools needed; no
equipment; just handling rules.

An interconnecting system that "screws
each piece together will ensure 100%
isolation between drinking water and
inputted water; no extra parts
The technology is based on proven
designs used in sailing vessle ocean
survival. Evaporated water is pure.
There should be some "bacteriological
process/design to prevent bacerial
grow from air borne splashes.

The cost of a 20' tube should be no more than $20.00 each and easily handled by one person.
Each 20' tube would supply enough water to sustain a single person; or where optimized, a family!
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